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Abstract
Objective
Post-natal depression is associated with poor infant sleep. The aim of the study was to evaluate the
cost effectiveness of a community delivered consultation aimed at improving infant sleep and
maternal well-being.
Methods
A decision analytic model was developed that compared the costs and benefits of an infant sleep
consultation versus usual care. The effectiveness of the consultation was based on clinical evidence
and improvements in maternal quality of life were estimated by mapping the Edinburgh Postnatal
Depression Scale (EPDS) scores to published utility scores. Cost effectiveness was calculated as the
incremental cost per quality adjusted life year gained (QALY).
Results
The statistically significant improvements in mean EPDS scores at 4 and 16 months follow-up were
used to estimate the benefit in terms of QALYs. The modelled results demonstrated that the infant
sleep consultation is low cost (AUD$436), more effective in terms of QALYs gained (0.017) and cost
effective. The estimated incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was AUD$4,031 per QALY gained. The
main drivers of the model were the use of early parenting centres and nurse training costs.
Conclusions
Community based nurse delivered infant sleep consultations aid infant sleep, improve maternal
quality of life and are cost effective compared to usual care and led to improvements in quality of
life through a reduction in postnatal depression.
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Introduction
Infant sleep problems are common, with 17% (1) to 46% (2) of Australian parents reporting
problems in the first year postpartum. The most common cause of infant sleep problems are
behavioural sleep disorders, such as frequent night waking and difficulty settling to sleep, which may
be caused by sleep associations (e.g. rocking, milk or dummy) (3). Less common causes are medical
problems such as obstructive sleep apnoea (3).
Infant sleep problems impact adversely on maternal physical and mental-wellbeing (1, 2). Postnatal
depression, a significant problem in mothers, can be exacerbated by infant sleep problems. In
Australia, postnatal depression affects around 16% of mothers (4) and mothers with clinically
significant depression symptoms are often reluctant to accept their diagnosis or seek care (5).
Untreated maternal depression can have consequences for both the mother and baby, including a
woman’s overall well-being, family’s functioning, and the child’s development (6).
In addition to the health burden, infant sleep problems are directly associated with an increase in
health care resource use (7) and indirectly through the treatment of postnatal depression (8).
Existing services for women seeking advice on infant sleep problems include GP visits, nurse
consultations, paediatrician visits and parenting centres (including day visits, residential stays and
home visits). In Australia, these services may be federally funded (Medicare), State funded or
privately funded (via private health insurance or out-of-pocket expenses). An analysis of the
Longitudinal Study of Australian Children (LSAC) demonstrated that infants with persistent sleep
problems are associated with higher Medicare costs (7). Therefore, reducing persistent sleep
problems represents an opportunity to leverage existing community health care services and reduce
health care costs.
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Three Australian studies have attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of community delivered
behavioural infant sleep interventions. These include: the nurse delivered Infant Sleep Study (ISS)
cluster randomised controlled trial (RCT)(5); a paediatrician delivered RCT (9); and a before and after
study delivered by a single GP or a registered nurse (10). These studies found that short-term
consultations significantly reduced infant sleep problems and improved maternal mental health.
Internationally, other RCTs have reported reduced prevalence of depression symptoms in mothers
and/or improved maternal and infant health outcomes (11-15). Two of these studies were delivered
via the internet and focused on the establishment of a bath and bedtime routine (11, 12) and two
delivered information without a specific behaviour component (14, 15). Rickert et al. included a
behavioural consultation, however, the only outcome reported was the number of awakening
episodes (13).
Only one economic evaluation of a preventative infant sleep problem consultation was identified
(16). This study claimed that a behavioural and educational consultation was cost-effective when
compared to usual care (from a UK National Health Service Perspective). The reported outcome of
this study was ‘cost per interruption free night gained’, which is difficult to assess true value for
money (17). To date, there has been no cost effective analysis of consultations designed to treat
infant sleep problems in Australia.
The aim of this study was to conduct an economic evaluation of an infant sleep consultation in the
Australian context. In addition to estimating the cost per interruption-free night gained, this study
also estimates the incremental cost per quality adjusted life years (QALYs) gained, which enables
comparison to other health care interventions and is therefore a more appropriate measure of value
for money. This study is also the first study to map changes in the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression
Scale to derive utility estimates. We also discuss the pertinent policy implications relating to the
different funding mechanisms of health services in Australia.
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Methods
Systematic review
A systematic literature review of community delivered infant sleep consultations was undertaken.
The search was conducted in EMBASE, PubMed (incorporating Medline), CINAHL, The Cochrane
Library and the CRD York databases from inception to 16 October 2014. The search was limited to
the English language with no restriction on time.
The search terms included baby, babi*, sleep disorders, infant*, sleep problem*, infant*, sleep
disorder* infant* sleep intervention* or behavioral infant sleep intervention* or behavioural infant
sleep intervention* or behavioral modification program* or behavioural modification program),
maternal-child health centers, community sample or community survey or community-delivered or
community-based (both UK and American English). The text words for the consultation were
combined using ‘OR’ and MeSH terms were searched separately, the final results for each group
were narrowed down using ‘AND’.
Included articles were RCTs or systematic reviews, comparing the effectiveness of a behavioural
infant sleep intervention and a suitable comparator in the management of infant sleep problems.
The population of interest was mothers and infants (aged 0 to 12 months), and limited to postnatal
interventions. Required details included; program information, such as intensity, frequency and who
delivered it.
A total of 547 records were identified through the database search, with 524 articles screened based
on title and abstract (37 duplicates removed and 7 articles identified through other sources) (see
Figure 1). The title and abstract review excluded 456 articles with 61 articles included for the full-text
review. A total of 38 studies were excluded leaving 23 studies included in the qualitative synthesis,
seven systematic literature reviews (18-24), ten unique prevention interventions (16, 25-33) and
seven unique treatment interventions (5, 9, 11-15).
5

[Insert Figure 1: PRISMA Flow Diagram]
Of the seven treatment studies identified, only two studies fulfilled the study inclusion criteria, the
Infant Sleep Study (ISS) and Hiscock et al. (2002) (5, 9, 34). The treatment studies estimated the
effectiveness of a range of interventions, which differed in terms of the behavioural approach and its
communication to the parent.
The Infant Sleep Study
The ISS was a community delivered cluster RCT that assessed outcomes of maternal reports of infant
sleep and maternal well-being and examined the delivery of this consultation within an existing
health service in Australia. The trial included 49 Maternal and Child Health (MCH) centres (clusters)
in Melbourne with 328 mothers (Consultation group = 174, Control group = 154) (5). The
intervention consisted of face-to-face consultations with MCH nurses, and on average this equated
to 1.52 visits of 25 minute duration, for the mothers who received the consultation (n=100). These
consultationswere delivered at an infant’s visit at eight months of age (one of ten free visits) and the
nurses provided mothers with individualised sleep management plans and information handouts
about sleep patterns, sleep problems, managing overnight feedings and the use of dummies
(pacifiers). (9). Mothers were offered to choose between two behavioural interventions controlled
crying or camping out, and bedtime routines
In the ‘controlled crying’ approach, parents were instructed to respond to their infant’s crying by
increasing the time intervals to allow the child to learn to self-settle (5, 9). In the ‘camping out’
approach, the parent sat with the child as they learnt to independently fall asleep (5, 9). The
effectiveness of the ISS study estimated maternal well-being using the mean change in the
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) score, measured when the infant was 10 and 12
months (5) and at two years of age (34).Further details of the trial are described elsewhere (5, 34-
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37). The Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (DEECD) have since trained all
Victorian MCH Nurses in the program (38).
Hiscock et al. (2002) was an RCT of 156 mothers (78 each in the consultation and control group) with
an intervention similar to that in the ISS study (9), but differing in the inclusion of three consultations
(instead of one) that were provided by a paediatrician (rather than nurses) (9). In addition to this,
participants were only followed until the infants reached 12 months of age; hence, outcomes were
not comparable across studies. As the data could not be pooled, additional sensitivity analyses were
conducted using results from Hiscock et al. (2002).
Cost-effectiveness model
A decision analytic model (built in Microsoft Excel®, 2010) was constructed to estimate the cost
effectiveness of an infant sleep consultation versus usual care for women attending MCH centres.
The outcome was the incremental cost per QALY gained derived from the EPDS score. A health care
perspective was applied in the economic evaluation, taking into account the consultation, training
costs and health care resource costs. The time horizon for the model was 16 months (based on the
follow-up in the trial), however results were also presented for four months follow-up.
Measurement of Effectiveness
The primary outcome measured in the clustered RCT was the maternal report of infant sleep (“Over
the last 2 weeks, has your baby’s sleep generally been a problem for you? Yes/No”). For this study
the secondary outcome measure, mean EPDS score, was used for the model (Table 1). The study
found that the mothers in the intervention group had lower mean EPDS scores than the control
group at both 10 and 12 months of age(5). Based on the mean EPDS score, linear interpolation was
used to plot the EPDS score at two, four and 16 months follow-up. A previous study by Stevenson et
al (2010) was used to map the change in EPDS score to the change in utility. The authors plotted the
change in EPDS scores from a cognitive behavioural therapy trial against the individual SF-6D utility
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scores from women in the PoNDER trial (39). An estimated regression equation (y=-0.0113x +
0.0625) was used to transform the gain in EPDS into utility values (40, 41). We used the same ‘beta
coefficient’ and the intercept was adjusted for the 20 week trial period to ensure it was consistent
with an annual utility (41). Baseline utility scores were derived from a study in of 623 postnatal
women based on the SF-36 [0.809 (95% CI: 0.796, 0.822)] (42). These changes in utility scores were
converted into QALYs. Outcomes measured at the 16-month follow-up were discounted at an annual
rate of 5%.
[Insert Table 1: model inputs for base case and sensitivity analysis]
Estimation of Resources use and Costs
Resource use collected during the ISS trial (5) was used to estimate costs (calculated in 2014-2015
prices) (Table 2). The costs of delivering the consultation were based from the ISS trial (which
reported the average number of visits and consultation length) and the written material provided to
the mothers. The total average cost per participant was estimated to be $13.39 for the consultation
group and $4.47 for the control group. Training costs for the nurses were included in the base case
(5 hours of training by a paediatrician, child psychologist and the nurse time equating to $213.75).
Training costs were multiplied by the MCH centre to mother ratio (25 MCH centres for 174
participants) and nurse costs were multiplied by the nurse to mother ratio (38 nurses for 174
participants). This ratio was adjusted to test the impact of economies of scale in training (scenario
analysis).
Mothers in the ISS trial reported health care resource use during the four-month follow-up period.
Health care resource use was based on the four month follow-up data only and not extrapolated to a
16 month time horizon. In addition, an alternative base case was presented for a four month time
horizon (5). These services included day stays or residential stays at early parenting centres, nurse
telephone support, nurse visits, general practitioner (GP) visits, and paediatrician consultations. The
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only significant difference in resource use between the consultation and control group was
residential stays at parenting centres ($3,390 per night). The base case assumed lower residential
stays in the consultation group (odds ratio = 0.311, p=0.0498) at the two month follow-up but not at
the four month follow-up, leading to a cost saving over the four months of $170. The average
resource use across both groups was used for the other health care services and was estimated to
be $32. Pharmaceutical costs or direct maternal health care costs were not included, however it was
assumed that the GP visits would include a portion of these costs.
[Insert Table 2: Cost parameters used in the model]
Sensitivity analysis
Univariate sensitivity analysis was undertaken using the upper and lower 95% confidence interval to
test parameter uncertainty in the model. Probabilistic sensitivity analysis was conducted to test the
joint uncertainty across all model parameters. Beta distributions were applied to probabilities,
gamma distributions to utilities and log normal distributions to odds ratios (control group resource
use). Distributions were applied to all parameters and Monte Carlo simulation was conducted
(10,000 iterations).
The following scenario analyses were undertaken: 1) no difference in health care resource use apart
from the cost of the consultation; 2) health care resource use based on use within the trial
regardless of statistical significance; 3) shorter nurse consultation; 4) health care resource use
extrapolated for the remaining 12 months; 5) exclusion of training costs; 6) higher training costs; 7)
only women with EPDS ≥ 10 included for more severe symptoms; and 8) non-significant 4 month
follow-up EPDS score from Hiscock et al. 2002 (9).

Results
Base case results
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Table 3 presents the estimated incremental cost per QALY gained in the consultation group
compared to the control group over a time horizon of 16 months. In the base case, training costs and
reduced residential stays at the early parenting centre in the consultation group were included. The
consultation group had a higher incremental cost ($68) due to costs in delivering the consultation
and associated training. There was an incremental gain of 0.017 QALYs (1.4 versus 1.38) in the
consultation group compared to the control group, resulting in an ICER of $4,031 per QALY gained in
the base case.
One-way sensitivity analysis
The one-way sensitivity analysis shown in the tornado diagram (Figure 2), demonstrates that the
model was most sensitive to the probability of overnight residential stays. Increasing the probability
of overnight stays in the consultation group (increasing the odds ratio from 0.311 to 0.999) at the
two-month follow-up increased the ICER to approximately $14,000 per QALY gained. Further,
increasing the baseline EPDS mean score in the control group increased the ICER to approximately
$24,000 per QALY gained. Increasing the overnight stay proportion in the control group (two month
follow-up) to 0.12 from 0.075 made the consultation group cost saving. The model was robust to
one-way changes in resource use, low and high estimates in the efficacy variables, and mean EPDS
score at different follow-up periods.
[Insert Figure 2: Tornado diagram for one-way sensitivity analysis]
Probabilistic sensitivity analysis
The probabilistic analysis showed that the consultation group was the most cost effective strategy
when the willingness-to-pay threshold was higher than $3,055 per QALY gained. Assuming a
threshold of $50,000 per QALY gained (given there is no explicit threshold in Australia); there was a
97% probability that the consultation was cost effective relative to usual care.
Scenario analysis
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The consultation group became the dominant option (less costly, more effective) under scenarios of
resource use where the proportions were based on those in the trial (regardless of statistical
significance, favouring the consultation group), exclusion of training costs and extrapolation of
resource use for the 16-month follow-up. Similarly, the ICER was lower (i.e. became more favourable
for the consultation group) in a scenario with higher baseline EPDS scores, reflecting a situation
where women with more severe postnatal depression symptoms were treated. Alternatively, when
the overnight residential stay use was assumed to be the same in both groups (along with other
health care resource use), the ICER increased to $14,209 per QALY gained, indicating that this
resource use difference is a driver in the model.
[Insert Table 3: Cost-effectiveness results for base case and scenario analysis of consultation and
control group, 16 month follow-up (discounted) and 4 month follow-up (not discounted)]

Discussion
The study demonstrated that an infant sleep consultation, as described in the ISS study, was cost
effective. The model was sensitive to assumptions regarding health care resource use, in particular,
the utilisation of residential stays at early parenting centres. However, these conclusions are robust,
in that ISS was likely to be cost effective across all parameter values and under various scenarios.
These results are congruent with an economic evaluation of a preventative infant sleep
consultations (16). The authors considered both behavioural and educational consultations to be
cost effective, with an incremental cost of GBP£0.56 (~$AUD 1.70) and GBP£4.13 (~$AUD 12.51) per
interruption free night gained, respectively (17). However, decision makers are likely to find it
difficult to interpret the ‘cost per interruption free night gained’ in terms of value for money relative
to other health service. For comparison, using the four-month follow-up data for the proportion of
infants with existing parent-reported infant sleep problems (5) (based on the same costs used in the
analysis), the cost per infant sleep problem avoided was $422. This highlights the difficulties in
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comparing such outcomes. A strength of this study is that the health gains are reported in terms of
QALYs, which are more readily comparable across consultations and disease areas. Another key
strength of this study is that effectiveness data was based on a large cluster RCT. As infant sleep
problems and EPDS scores are likely to improve over time, prospective RCT data can capture this and
can control for other confounding factors compared to before and after studies (43).
Currently, the MCH Key Ages and Stages (KAS) Consultations are delivered by local government,
with the State Government (DEECD) and local government each funding 50 per cent of the cost (44).
Additional consultations (outside of the 10 KAS) are not funded by the DEECD (45). The infant sleep
consultation could be provided within the eight month and 12 month visits without adding
additional costs (5). In Victoria there is complete State and Local Government funding for the MCH
program. Therefore, mechanisms are currently in place to introduce sleep consultations to the wider
population in Victoria. The out of pocket expenses that could be incurred by women seeking help for
their infant sleep problems have not been included in this economic evaluation. The incorporation of
the consultation at one of the key ages and stages could reduce out of pocket expenses for the
mothers (if seeking help from GPs or paediatricians) and possible downstream health resource costs.
This program represents an opportunity to provide services that would be accessible to all women.
All the women in the study had infants with self-reported infant sleep problems. Therefore, at
baseline, the median EPDS score was 8 in both the consultation and control group and the
proportion of women with an EPDS score > 9 were 42% and 38%, respectively (5). A limited number
of mothers reported high depression scores (EPDS ≥ 13). This may limit the generalisability of the
results to mothers with severe postnatal depression. Further, the consultation did not result in
statistically significant improvements in women with an EPDS > 9 compared to control at the two
and four month follow-up, but was statistically significant at 16 months (5, 34).
A limitation of this study is that utility scores used in the model were from a different postnatal
population, due to the unavailability of individual-level utility data from the ISS RCT (5, 40). The
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validity of translating changes from the EPDS score to changes in SF-6D has not been tested.
Mothers completed SF-12 questionnaires and statistically significant improvements in physical and
mental health were reported after the two and four month follow-ups (5). Thus, there is support
that the consultation improved the health related quality of life of mothers, however, SF-12 scores
cannot be converted into utility values without patient level data. If individual-level utility data were
available, there would be no need to assume exchangeability of populations of ‘postnatal women’ at
different times after birth. Although the model mapped the values directly, the ISS RCT recruited
Australian postnatal women at 7 months after birth(5) compared to a postnatal UK population,
measured at 6 weeks after birth (40).
With respect to costs, there were several limitations. First, resource use was based on participant’s
self-reports and may be subject to recall bias. However, assuming that that there is no difference in
resource use in the consultation and control groups resulted in an increased cost of $14,209 per
QALY gained. Second, the costs of treating postnatal depression symptoms were not included in the
model due to a lack of information about any associated resource use. Third, while upfront training
costs were included in the base case, ongoing training costs were not included as the exact timing of
this training was uncertain. In practice, new nurses would need to be trained to deliver the
consultation and existing nurses would require refresher training every few years. The costs were
based on the resources used in the trial, however currently the costs for nurses to take the training
(either online ($50) or face-to-face ($145 Victoria only) is run by The Royal Children’s Hospital
Melbourne (46). These costs are lower than the estimated costs used in the model, and would
favour the consultation, resulting in a better cost-effectiveness ratio (holding all other variables
constant).
Finally, participation in the eight month MCH visit was 85.5% in State-wide Victoria for all families in
2014 (47). In contrast, the uptake of the consultation in the trial was moderate (57%) by families in
the consultation group despite all reporting an infant sleep problem (34). There may be a higher
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uptake of the consultation if it forms part of the wider MCH program, leading to greater health
benefits. Although the study was conducted in Victoria, the results are generalisable in Australia , as
each state currently funds early childhood centres where this type of intervention could be
implemented. The generalisability of these findings internationally is dependent on the current
services available in each country.
This is the first Australian study to evaluate the cost effectiveness of a community based nurse
delivered infant sleep consultation. The results show that the intervention is cost-effective
compared to usual care. However, the results may only be applicable to mothers with mild
depression.
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Figure 1: PRISMA Flow Diagram for systematic literature review of community delivered infant sleep
consultations
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Source: adapted from Moher D, Liberati A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG, The PRISMA Group (2009).
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses: The PRISMA Statement. PLoS
Med 6(6): e1000097. doi:10.1371/journal.pmed1000097
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Figure 1: Tornado diagram for one-way sensitivity analysis
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Table 1: model inputs for base case and sensitivity analysis
Variable

Value (SE)

α2

β/λ2

Distribution

Source

Efficacy (EPDS mean score)
Intervention, baseline
8.40 (0.40)
437.08 0.02
Gamma
Control, baseline
8.40 (0.41)
417.77 0.02
Gamma
Intervention, 2 months
6.80 (0.39)
298.67 0.02
Gamma
ISS study(5)
Control, 2 months
7.80 (0.45)
303.70 0.03
Gamma
Intervention, 4 months
5.90 (0.37)
253.82 0.02
Gamma
Control, 4 months
7.20 (0.42)
289.49 0.02
Gamma
Intervention, 16 months
5.50 (0.35)
241.76 0.02
Gamma
16 month follow-up(34)
Control, 16 months
6.72 (0.46)
217.95 0.03
Gamma
Utility (SF-6D score)
Baseline
0.81 (0.01)
3143.47 742.15
Beta
Petrou (2009)(42)
EPDS ≥ 10, baseline
0.72 (0.01)
2176.36 829.66
Beta
Regression beta coefficient
-0.0113 (0.00) -0.01
0.00
Log normal
Stevenson (2010)(39) 5 mth
Resource use (all from ISS study)(5) - Consultation
MCH nurse consultation (proportions)
First visit
0.57 (0.04)
99.43
73.57
Beta
100/174 families, 25 min
Subsequent visit
0.30 (0.03)
51.70
121.30
Beta
1.52 visits1, 19 min
Training
0.14 (0.03)
24.86
148.14
Beta
25/174 families
Nurse time for training
0.22 (0.03)
37.78
135.22
Beta
38/174 families
Non-MCH nurse professional health care (Intervention compared to control) - 8-10 months
Parenting centre: day
0.50 (0.64)
-0.69
0.64
Log normal
Parenting centre: overnight
0.31 (0.60)
-1.17
0.60
Log normal
Telephone support
0.60 (0.92)
-0.52
0.92
Log normal
OR calculated from reported
events from ISS study
Nurse visit
0.13 (1.52)
-2.07
1.52
Log normal
Family doctor
0.59 (0.54)
-0.53
0.54
Log normal
Paediatrician
0.60 (0.92)
-0.52
0.92
Log normal
Non-MCH nurse professional health care (Intervention compared to control) – 10-12 months
Parenting centre: day
0.67 (0.77)
-0.41
0.77
Log normal
Parenting centre: overnight
0.67 (0.77)
-0.41
0.77
Log normal
Telephone support
0.89 (0.64)
-0.11
0.64
Log normal
OR calculated from reported
events from ISS study
Nurse visit
0.17 (1.10)
-1.75
1.10
Log normal
Family doctor
0.63 (0.60)
-0.46
0.60
Log normal
Paediatrician
0.29 (1.16)
-1.22
1.16
Log normal
Resource use - Control
MCH nurse consultation (proportions)
First visit
0.22 (0.03)
38.19
134.81
Beta
34/154 families, 25 min
Subsequent visit

0.07 (0.02)

12.22

160.78

Beta

1.32 visits1 ,19 min

Non-MCH nurse professional health care (Intervention compared to control) - 8-10 months
Parenting centre: day
0.05 (0.02)
6.95
139.05
Beta
Parenting centre: overnight
0.07 (0.02)
10.93
135.07
Beta
Telephone support
0.02 (0.01)
2.98
143.02
Beta
Proportions
Nurse visit
0.02 (0.01)
3.48
142.52
Beta
Family doctor
0.06 (0.02)
8.94
137.06
Beta
Paediatrician
0.02 (0.01)
2.98
143.02
Beta
Non-MCH nurse professional health care (Intervention compared to control) – 10-12 months
Parenting centre: day
0.03 (0.01)
3.97
141.03
Beta
Proportions
Parenting centre: overnight
0.03 (0.01)
3.97
141.03
Beta
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Telephone support
Nurse visit
Family doctor
Paediatrician

0.03 (0.02)
0.03 (0.02)
0.05 (0.02)
0.02 (0.01)

4.97
4.97
6.95
2.98

140.03
140.03
138.05
142.02

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta

1

Assumption that only a single subsequent visit was received. SE = Standard Error. CI = Confidence interval.
Log normal distribution has a shape parameter σ and scale parameter μ.
Abbreviations: min, minutes
2
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Table 2: Cost parameters used in the model
Variable

Value

Calculation

Source

MCH nurse consultation - consultation delivery
MCH visit, per hour

$39.12

$1,369.20 pw / 35 hours pw

(5, 48)

Written material

$0.32

$0.08 per handout * 4 handouts

(5, 48, 49)

Nurse training program costs for consultation
Paediatrician's time

$648.53

($4,539.70 pw / 35 hours pw) * 5 hrs

(50)

Child psychologist time

$648.53

($4,539.70 pw / 35 hours pw) * 5 hrs

(50)

Nurse time

$195.60

$39.12 per hr * 5 hours

(48)

Parenting centre: overnight

$3,390.00

Activity ID 31256, residential core

(51)

Parenting centre: day visit

$401.79

Activity ID 31256, day stay

(51)

Telephone support, per half hr

$19.56

($1,369.20 pw / 35 hours pw) * 0.5 hrs

(48)

Nurse visit, per hour

$39.12

($1,369.20 pw / 35 hours pw)

(48)

Family doctor, per visit

$37.05

Full fee, MBS 23

(52)

Paediatrician, per visit

$85.55

Full fee, MBS 104

(52)

Other health care resource use

Abbreviations: hr, hour; pw, per week
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Table 3: Cost-effectiveness results for base case and scenario analysis of consultation and control
group, 16 month follow-up (discounted) and 4 month follow-up (not discounted)
Int

Cost
Control
Incr

Int

QALY
Control
Incr

ICER
Cost per QALY
gained

16 month follow-up
Base case
$436
$369
$68
1.40
1.38
0.017
$4,031
Scenario 1
$516
$278
$238
1.40
1.38
0.017
$14,209
Scenario 2
$427
$497
-$70
1.40
1.38
0.017
Dominanta
Scenario 3
$436
$368
$68
1.40
1.38
0.017
$4,086
Scenario 4
$1,005 $1,438
-$433
1.40
1.38
0.017
Dominanta
Scenario 5
$207
$369
-$162
1.40
1.38
0.017
Dominanta
Scenario 6
$1,700 $369
$1,331
1.40
1.38
0.017
$79,473
Scenario 7
$436
$369
$68
1.34
1.31
0.036
$1,874
Scenario 8
$436
$369
$68
1.40
1.39
0.009
$7,306
4 month follow-up
Base case
$436
$369
$68
0.43
0.42
0.006
$11,019
Scenario 1
$516
$278
$238
0.43
0.42
0.006
$38,845
Scenario 2
$427
$497
-$70
0.43
0.42
0.006
Dominanta
Scenario 3
$207
$369
-$162
0.43
0.42
0.006
Dominanta
Scenario 4
$1,700 $369
$1,331
0.43
0.42
0.006
$217,259
Scenario 5
$436
$368
$68
0.43
0.42
0.006
$11,170
Scenario 6
$436
$369
$68
0.39
0.38
0.006
$11,019
Scenario 7
$436
$369
$68
0.43
0.42
0.01
$12,246
1.
Scenario 1 - No difference in health care resource use (other than consultation)
2.
Scenario 2 - All health care resource use is based on the proportions found in the trial
3.
Scenario 3 - Length of MCH consultation shorter in control group
4.
Scenario 4 - Health care resource use extrapolated for the 16 months, assuming same rate
5
. Scenario 5 - No training costs included
6
. Scenario 6 - Each participant requires training session
7
. Scenario 7 - Baseline for utility score in mean EPDS, only EPDS ≥ 10
8
. Scenario 8 - Non-significant mean EPDS score at 4 month follow-up
a
. Dominant ICERs indicate that the consultation is both cost saving and provides greater QALY gains compared
to the control group
Abbreviations: ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; Incr, Incremental; Int, Intervention; QALY, quality
adjusted life years
ICER is calculated as intervention compared to control.
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